**New Juice Drive Trim Mower**

- Low initial cost – much less than a competitive trim mower
- 1/2" height of cut with full floating cutting heads
- Out front triplex with rear wheel steering
- Hydrostatic drive to the wheels
- Hydraulic lift for the mowers
- National simplicity in a hydraulic drive trim mower

For details call: (612) 646-4079

**GET IN THE SWING FASTER WITH MODULAR CLUBHOUSES**

**ADVANTAGES**
- Fast construction—within a few months
- Can be added onto
- Can be moved or sold later on for different uses
- Possible accelerated depreciation
- Short term leasing or financing available

For free brochure and planning kit call: 800 348-2740  P.O. Box 225  Nappanee IN. 46550

**New biodegradable TurfTacs secure sod**

EcoTurf, Inc. has introduced TurfTacs, a new biodegradable sod and turf staple system designed to efficiently and economically secure sod, turfgrass, erosion control netting and grass and flower mats. It eliminates re-work caused by edges curling, lifting and drying out.

The system is easy-to-use, labor saving and environmentally friendly, as biodegradable staples are effortlessly driven into the earth by a sturdy, stainless steel TurfTacker that works like a giant stand-up desk stapler. By enabling the applicator to operate from an upright walking position (no bending down necessary), TurfTacs replaces the inefficient and clumsy job of pounding in stakes on hands and knees. The TurfTacker holds a cartidge of 60 staples.

The TurfTacs material is a composition of natural corn by-products, polymers, chemicals and catalyst systems for accelerated biodegradation. For more information, contact: EcoTurf at 888-Turf-Tac (887-3823) or send email to ecoturf@aol.com.

**Par Car unveils ambulance vehicle**

The new Columbia Ambulance from Columbia Par Car was designed by emergency medical technicians (EMT) to meet the trauma needs of the injured patient during an emergency.

Many practical features, such as access to the patient's chest cavity for the attendants seat on route, are integrated for safe and comfortable transport. The Columbia Ambulance also accommodates any standard ambulance cot so patients remain immobilized all the way to the hospital — available in electric or gas power train and only 46 inches wide.

For more information, contact Columbia Par Car toll-free at 800-222-4653.

**Heston Spade moves trees safely**

Whether you're planning to transplant trees or shrubs, the Heston Tree Spade is the answer.

Until now, transplanting trees and shrubs ran the risk of endangering their livelihood. The design of the Heston Tree Spade and its simple application allows you to move trees and shrubs with a minimum of shock and injury to the tree. You only extract the proper amount of soil with the root of the tree. Minimum disturbance of the ground makes for clean and exact cuts every time. The unique wheel attachment allows you to move and place the tree in the desired location. For more information contact Heston at 208-524-4657.

**Range made EZ (Tee)**

Trend Sports Products has introduced the EZ Tee, a manually-operated teeing machine that allows driving range patrons to hit buckets of golf balls quickly and easily. The product carries a manufacturer's suggested retail price of $199.95 and is available immediately from Trend Sports Products. The EZ Tee consists of an extra-large, solid steel ball hopper, spiral-steel track that holds more than 100 golf balls, and a manually operated auto-tee machine that consistently places each golf ball on a tee or natural grass surface. All parts have a durable powder-paint finish for outdoor use, and carry a two-year manufacturer's warranty.

Call the Trend Sports Information Line at 1-800-492-9334.